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The 13 Secret Cities, the new serial novel by Cesar Torres, launches!!

April 28, 2014 – Solar Six Books is proud to announce the release of Part One of The 13 Secret 
Cities: A Novel in Four Parts (Amazon Kindle Store, 99 cents per episode), by fantasy and sci fi 
author Cesar Torres. This Kindle serial is the thrilling kick-off that introduce readers to a dark, 
adventure-filled universe created by author Cesar Torres, who is known to many readers for his 
2010 short story collection The 12 Burning Wheels and his popular podcast The Labyrinth.!!
In The 13 Secret Cities, Cesar Torres breaks new ground in sci fi by generating a fantasy universe 

in which Aztec and Maya mythologies blend with current political and global themes in its setting of present day 
Chicago. Fans of YA fantasies with female characters of color will also find in Clara Montes a great new archetypal 
heroine who must overcome political and supernatural challenges unlike any other.!!
The 13 Secret Cities is being release as a Kindle serial first. A paperback will collect the cycle and release in 
November 2014.!

RELEASE SCHEDULE 
Kindle 

Part 1: April 28 (AVAILABLE NOW) 
Part 2: June 26  

Part 3: August 25  
Part 4: October 23!

Clara Montes has a single goal in life: to achieve social justice. Within weeks of 
starting her freshman year in college, Clara Montes joins the Occupy Liberation front, 
a controversial political group that has planned a gathering of thousands in Chicago’s 
Millennium Park on a chilly Friday afternoon. Nothing will stop her from attending. !!
When the protest turns into a riot, Clara is swept into a horror that will change the 
course of American history forever. As a result, Clara’s parents forbid her to return to 
the OLF. They warn Clara that she has developed a thirst for chaos and violence that 
goes against every tradition her family brought with them from Mexico. !
Clara will need to atone for her transgressions by traveling to the mythical city of 
Mictlán, the realm of dead spirits. During the journey, she will face the Lords of the 
Dead, two ancient gods who will show no mercy, and who thrive on the taste of human 
blood. !!
About Author Cesar Torres!
Cesar Torres is a writer living in New York City. He has previously worked as a 
journalist for The Chicago Tribune and Ars Technica. He is the creator and host of the 

internationally popular Labyrinth Podcast, which is dedicated to author interviews, 
books, self-publishing and startup culture.!!
About Solar Six Books !
After working in new media and technology for almost 20 years, Cesar Torres created Solar Six Books as a way to 
transfer his knowledge from tech and startup culture into the world of traditional book publishing and digital media. 
Solar Six favors both e-books and print equally: The imprint is dedicated to well-honed, genre disrupting novels with 
an artisanal approach to detail and craftsmanship. For more information, email solar6@cesartorres.net.!
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